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The SUA Curriculum

• Centered on creating life chances for 
our students

• Far-reaching and broad
• Not reactive to governmental trends, its 

purposeful for our students and your 
children



Making a choice can feel like



• Progress 8 – introduced for all schools in 2016. The progress of a students from KS2 to the 
end of KS4.

• Attainment 8 – showing pupils’ average achievement in the same suite of subjects as the 
Progress 8 measure.

• Basics: English and mathematics – the percentage of pupils achieving a grade 5 or better 
in both English (either Language or Literature) and mathematics. 

• The EBacc – showing the percentage of pupils achieving good grades across a range of 
academic subjects (English, maths, the sciences, geography or history and a language)

How will my child’s performance be measured?



The challenges of the National Landscape 

• The 2022 Cohort:

• All exams will be graded 9-1 (9 being 
awarded to the strongest students 
nationally)

• Could face up to 27 exams in the summer 
of 2022

• Grade 5 is the national standard



Curriculum Model 2022 Cohort

Subject Hours

English 5

Mathematics 4

Separate Science 5

Option A 3

Option B 3

Option C 3

Character 1

Core PE 1

Subject Enhancement* 1

*this proposed hour will be used for targeted 
intervention in subjects where students are not making 

expected or exceeding progress.



Option Blocks

Option A

Geography
History

Option B

Spanish
French
Sport

Art
Music

Business studies

Option C

French
Health and Social Care

DT – 3D design
Psychology

Drama
Catering

• All our students will study separate science
• Art cannot be taken with GCSE DT – Three dimensional design
• Despite our best efforts via a straw poll, subjects are still subject to change. If the number of students opting 

for a subject is too low then the subject will not run. 



What needs to be considered when making 
choices? 

• What am I good at vs what I enjoy 

• Future plans (within reason!) 

• Work load – particularly when 
considering multiple practical subjects

• Balance is the key!



Children making an informed choice:

• Find out about the subject 

• Check it fits with their future plans 

• Due to the current situation please 
use the department emails to contact 
teachers for further guidance about 
subjects 

• Pick subjects that they are good at or 
enjoy 

• Listen to advice



Children making an ill-informed choice will:

• Choose a subject based on the teacher they 
have now 

• Choose subjects that their friends are doing 

• Choose a new subject because it sounds good 

• Can’t think of anything else to do 

• Don’t choose a viable reserve subject 

• Don’t listen to advice given



Next Steps:

• Students will need to select their first choice and reserve within each option 
block.

• A link to the options form will be sent to you and will need to be completed 
online/via phone by Friday 15th May.

• Please email the subject staff using the email addresses if you have further 
questions about the subjects offered. 

• If you would like a telephone conversation with staff members please email the 
subject inboxes requesting a phone call and we will get back to you.

• These processes are due to the current situation. If the academy does reopen 
during this process we will invite students/parents to an information event.

• You will receive a letter before the summer break which details the curriculum 
offer and purposeful learning activities that can take place in preparation for 
September.



Contact details

For further information about 
the subjects offered please use 
the email addresses below to 
contact.

Updated information will be 
circulated via the weekly 
bulletin and the academy 
website

Catering CateringDept@suacademy.co.uk

English EnglishDept@suacademy.co.uk

Maths MathsDept@suacademy.co.uk

Drama DramaDept@suacademy.co.uk

Art ArtDept@suacademy.co.uk

DT DTDept@suacademy.co.uk

Business BusinessDept@suacademy.co.uk

Sport SportDept@suacademy.co.uk

History HistoryDept@suacademy.co.uk

MFL MFLDept@suacademy.co.uk

Science ScienceDept@suacademy.co.uk

Geography GeographyDept@suacademy.co.uk

Music MusicDept@suacademy.co.uk

Psychology Psychology@suacademy.co.uk

Health HealthDept@suacademy.co.uk
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Further information from options subjects

• The following slides show further information about the subjects on 
offer in the options blocks. 

• If you have further questions about any of the subjects on offer 
please contact the email addresses listed, where a subject specialist 
will be able to respond to any queries.

• For further guidance please liaise with tutors and Miss Randle.



We live in an increasingly global world, where local 
actions have global consequences. Geography at 
GCSE equips students to be global citizens with an 
understanding of how the human and natural 
worlds interact.

At SUA we follow the AQA GCSE Geography 
specification 

GCSE Geography



Living with the Physical Environment Challenges in the Human Environment Geographical Applications

Challenge of Natural Hazards:

tectonic hazards, tropical storms, extreme 

weather in the UK and climate change

Urban Challenges:

Global patterns, contrasting cities and 

sustainable urban futures

Issue Evaluation: students analyse an issue, 

consider and select proposed solutions and 

justify choices. Pre-release 9 weeks before 

the exam.

The Living World:

Local ecosystems, tropical rainforests, hot 

deserts and cold environments

The Changing Economic World: Global 

patterns, closing the development gap and 

contrasting economic development

Fieldwork: Two enquiries in contrasting 

environments and show an understanding of 

both physical and human geography.

Physical Landscapes in the UK: 

Coastal, river and glacial landscapes

35%

1hr 30min exam

The Challenge of Resource Management:

Resources in the UK and global resource 

security

35%

1hr 30min exam 30%

1hr 30min exam

GCSE Geography



Why take GCSE History?

GCSE History will help you understand 
how the world you live in was shaped, and 

make you consider today’s society in a 
different way.

Employers and universities regard history 
qualifications very highly… which will lead 

to a successful future.

Taking history could lead to a career in:

 Archaeology,
 Armed forces,
 Journalism,
 Law, 
 Management,
 Museum curator,
 Education officer,
 Politics, 
 Police force,
 Social care,
 Teaching,
 Writing.

GCSE History



Three exams, broken up into four papers:

Paper one: Medicine in Britain, c1250–present and The British sector of the 
Western Front, 1914–18: injuries, treatment and the trenches 

(1 hour 15 mins exam) 30% of final grade

Paper two: Anglo-Saxon and Norman England, c1060–88 &

Paper three: Superpower relations and the Cold War, 1941–91

(1 hour 45 mins exam) 40% of final grade

Paper four: Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918–39                                

(1 hour 20 mins exam) 30% of final grade

GCSE History



80% of people in the world do not speak English. 

Languages mean business - being able to speak a language will make you really 
stand out. Using a language at work could raise your salary from 8-20%.

You will have many more opportunities to work for international companies based 
in England or to work abroad anywhere in the world.

You can understand and talk to lots more people when you go abroad. It will make 
such a difference to your holidays and how you get to know a country.

EBacc – if you pass a GCSE language plus maths, English, science and a humanity 
subject, you will also be awarded the EBacc. This is a qualification which only a 
small percentage of students manage – be one of the best!

GCSE French/Spanish



Which language?

• Choose the language you enjoy the most.
• Choose the language you feel more confident in.
• Choose the language you are better at.
You can choose from French and Spanish and whichever language you choose, it will 
have the same benefits for your future. Employers will be impressed by your ability 
to learn any language!

How will I be tested?
4 skills tested in 4 exams, each with equal weighting of 25%
• Listening
• Reading
• Speaking
• Writing

If you have any further questions, email 
smays@suacademy.co.uk

GCSE French/Spanish



Qualification at a glance
• You will be doing the Cambridge National Certificate qualification in Sport Studies (OCR) which is equivalent to 1 GCSE
• This qualification is broken down as 75 % coursework and 25 % exam. 
• The exam is classed as Unit 1 of your Cambridge National Certificate qualification. It is a 1 hour paper based exam that 

focuses on the contemporary issues in sport.
• In addition to the core unit, you will also be doing three other units that make up the 75 % of coursework.  
• The Cambridge National qualification in Sport Studies enables students to develop and apply knowledge of sports-related 

activities, with a particular focus on officiating.  It allows you to explore contemporary issues in sport, different ways of
being involved in the sports industry, and the impact of sport on wider society. 

Will I enjoy SPORT?

• Be able to explore and develop individual 
sporting technique and ability

• Be able to explore and develop the necessary 
skills in a wide range of team sports

• Develop confidence 
• Opportunity to improve organisation and 

communication skills 
• Take on an officiating role within sport
• Have the opportunity to plan and lead your 

own sessions

Sport studies 

Career Progression
• The sport industry is an ever-growing profession that offers sportsmen and 

women with a variety of opportunities and pathways to different careers. 

Students who study OCR Sport Studies will explore the many elements that are 

entailed in the sport profession in order to choose a future path. Equipped with a 

high amount of skill and technique required for individual and team sports; 

officiating, planning and leading sessions, students will be well equipped to 

pursue a sporting career.

• Future careers including nutritionist, physiotherapist, sports journalism, coaching, 
performer and elite sportsperson. 



Component 1: Exam on contemporary issues in sport  R0-51

The purpose of this component is to assess students’ ability to comprehend the wide range of current
issues in sport. This will help students understand the importance of people, events, news and technology
in sport and how it can impact the general health of society as well as the development of sport.

Component 2: Developing Sport Skills RO52

The purpose of this component is to assess students’ skills in individual and team sports. This allows students to build
upon their sporting technique and ability to work with others. They will also be assessed in their role as an officiator.
This enables them to appreciate the purpose and important of reinforcing the rules and regulations in sport.
Students will then review their own sporting performance within the roles they have explored

This unit will provide learners with the underpinning knowledge and understanding of three major body systems: 
respiratory, digestive and cardiovascular. The interaction of our body systems and the structure and function that 

they provide allow humans to breathe, move, experience taste, touch and smell the amazing world we live in. These 
systems enable us to survive and thrive, with them we can live to our full potential as human beings. Technology and 

advances in medicine allow for us to treat illness and disease and research the ill effects of lifestyle choices.

Component 4: Media in sport RO54

The purpose of this component is to make students aware of the mass role that media plays in the interest and
participation in sport. This component allows students to develop their knowledge and understanding of the forms of
media and how it impacts society’s perceptions of sport.

Sport studies 

Component 3:Understanding body systems and disorders RO23



Fine Art
Photography

Textile 

Design

Graphic Communication
3D Design

Film/Animation

In this GCSE you can..Develop your 
communication skills.

Develop skills in 
observation, speaking, 
listening and writing.

Learn to express your 
self creatively and 
imaginatively and 

communicate with 
others confidently and 

effectively.

Develop your own 
opinion and challenge 

ideas.
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This is an unapologetically 

practical subject!

Year 10

Term 1 

 Workshop style lessons 
learning a range of skills and 
techniques in a wide variety of 
2D and 3D media.

Term 2 & 3

 Practical Coursework based on 
set theme interpreted in your 
own way.

Year 11

Term 1

 Practical Coursework based on 
set theme interpreted in your 
own way.

Term 2

 External exam you start 
preparing for in February and 
then produce a practical 
response in April. (40%)

 NO REVISION

 100% Practical Coursework interpreted in your own way..G
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Main features of the course

How much percentage does each component weigh towards my final GCSE grade?

I would love to choose Music for GCSE, yet I don’t have a chosen instrument that I feel 
competent at. Can I still choose to apply to do GCSE Music? 

Music 
Composition 

Music 
Performance

Continuous music listening, analysing
and practical music making together! 

30% 30% 60% Listening and Appraising Exam 

Step one: Please come and speak to your music teacher first, as she/he will have the 
best accurate idea of what instrument will be best suitable for you and also to tell you 

about what level of performance standard you are at on your chosen instrument. 

Step two: Apply for GCSE 
Music. We welcome 

everybody who has passion, 
commitment and love for 

music! 

GCSE Music



What will I learn during my two years of study? 

1)  How to read and write, and to learn to compose my own 
pieces of music through use of various music technology 

devices. (I.e. Garageband, Logic Pro X and Sibelius) 

This will be counted 
towards your GCSE Music 
Composition Coursework 

(30%) 

2) Various different types of music repertoires such as: 
Killer Queen, Defying Gravity, Star Wars Main Theme tune and 

many more! 

This will be counted 
towards your Listening 
Appraising Component 

(40%) 

1) Individual/shared music instrumental lessons can be provided 
from peripatetic teachers from the Entrust Music Service. (For 

further information and guidance, come and discuss with your music teacher) 

This will be counted 
towards your solo and 
ensemble performance 

coursework (30%) 

GCSE Music



How the course is assessed?

It is the equivalent of a GCSE and students will complete all 3

units. The course is graded from a Level 1 Pass – L2 Distinction*

Grade Equivalent in GCSE

L2 Distinction* 7

L2 Distinction 6

L2 Merit 5

L2 Pass 4

L1 Distinction 3

L1 Merit 2

L1 Pass 1

Name of course: Level 1/2 Cambridge National Certificate in

Enterprise and Marketing

Exam board: OCR

Vocational business will introduce students to the world of

enterprise and marketing to acquire the relevant business skills

needed for the business industry. It has been developed to

enthuse and inspire learners about a career in business and

enterprise. The qualification will appeal to learners who wish

to either set up their own business, move into employment or

progress onto further study.

Business



Unit 1 (RO64): Enterprise and marketing concepts – 50%

exam

You will develop essential knowledge and understanding

of enterprise and marketing concepts. You will

understand the main activities that will need to happen to

support a start-up business, and what the key factors are

to consider when starting up a business. This unit is

assessed as an external exam which is set and marked by

OCR.

1hr 30min exam. Out of 80 marks.

Unit 2 (RO65): Design a Business Proposal – 25% internal

assessment (coursework)

You will develop the skills to design a business proposal to meet a

specific business challenge. You will identify a customer profile

for a specific product, complete market research to generate

product design ideas, and use financial calculations to propose a

pricing strategy and determine the viability of their product

proposal.

The Scenario: You are to conduct research and design your own

hat design. Can your design deliver?

Unit 3 (RO66): Market and Pitch a Business Proposal – 25% internal assessment (coursework)

You will develop the skills to create a brand identity and promotional plan for your specific business product proposal

developed in the second topic. You will develop pitching skills in order to pitch your business proposal to an external audience.

Finally, you will review your pitching skills and business proposal using your learning, self-assessment and feedback gathered.

Scenario: Same scenario as R065. You have bought your hat to market, you now need to pitch a business proposal of your hat

to a panel (YES, You will need to present… but only to 2 teachers.)

Business



Year 9 Options: 

HSC L2 OCR Cambridge Nationals
Do you want to make a difference to people’s lives?

Do you want to work in a health, social care or early years setting?

Do you enjoy coursework, not just exams?
Are you interested in how 
people develop during their 
life?

Health & Social Care



4 Units you will study:

RO22  - course work
COMMUNICATION

You will learn about different ways to 
communicate and how to communicate 

effectively in different roles

RO21 – Exam unit VALUES OF CARE 
You will learn about values of care, the 
law and the rights of individuals. This 
knowledge is essential  when working 

with people. 

RO31 – Course work. FIRST AID

You will learn about first aid, how to perform 

different procedures and the theory behind 

different types of care

Unit R023: Understanding body systems and disorders
1. measure an individual’s pulse rate before and after 
activity and compare the results against
normal/maximum pulse rates for age
2. measure an individual’s peak flow before and after 
activity and compare the results against
normal values for age, weight and height
3. calculate an individual’s Body Mass Index and compare 
the results against recommended
healthy weights for height.

Health & Social Care



Care worker / Care assistant
Senior care
Social worker
Community support
Management
Occupational therapist
Activities worker or co-ordinator
Midwife
Nursing
Social Worker Counsellor
Physiotherapist

Ambulance / Paramedic
Anaesthetist
Art therapist
Audiologist
Youth and Community Worker
Youth offending team officer
Drug and alcohol worker
Music therapist
Health trainer 
and many more……..

Health & Social Care



3D Product Design
Component 1: Portfolio - 60%

You are required to submit a portfolio of work that
demonstrates your design and making skills and there
is no time limit. You will be expected to produce the
minimum of two separate projects that includes
research, designing, experimenting and testing before
making your final product. You will also take on a
mock exam at the start of Year 11 that can also be
submitted within the portfolio.

Component 2: Externally set assignment - 40%

You respond to your chosen title set by the exam
board and you have unlimited preparation period
followed by 10 hours of supervised time in which you
will make your final idea. Both components are
marked by the school and moderated by AQA in the
May of Year 11.

Course Content

Three-dimensional design is defined as the
design, prototyping and modelling or making
of functional and aesthetic products, objects,
drawing upon intellectual, creative and
practical skills. The techniques and processes
can often include model making, constructing
and assembling. Material choices include a
range of both resistant and compliant
materials, but mostly wood, metal and plastics.

Equally weighted Assessment Objectives worth 25% 

All work must be mounted and presented for the moderator
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What do I need? 

Committed and 
motivated

To work hard at 
school and home

Develop ICT skills  
creatively 

Interest in modelling 
and making

Enjoy drawing, 
sketching and designing

Produce quality 
work at home 

Work independently 
and make choices   

To use CAD/CAM 
accurately 

ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVE 4

Exceptionally skilful and creative final
piece that is confidently developed
from superb research and extensive
preparation work. Incredibly creative
and exceptionally skilful links with
designer clearly evident in final
outcome. Work will be of an
outstanding quality

ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVE 2

Developed a superb range of highly
imaginative ideas for a final piece.
Carefully refined the chosen idea
using materials creatively and highly
skilfully. Creatively and confidently
interpreted ideas taken from a range
of designers in order to influence my
own work. The work is exceptional in
every way.

ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVE 3

Large range of images collected mainly
from primary sources. Wide range of
exceptionally skillful and imaginative
studies based on images collected.
Media and materials are used
incredibly fluently and creatively.
Excellent refining work of final piece
artwork shown to an exceptional level.

ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVE 1 

Designer copies will be incredibly
skillful and extremely confident.
Designer analysis will be remarkable,
using key words fluently. The work will
show deep understanding of the
designers’ style and how it has
influenced the work will be obvious.
There will be a wide range of ideas
developed using the artists as
inspiration which will be exceptional.

The four Assessment Objectives 

Each Assessment Objective is worth 25% for both the coursework portfolio and the externally set exam.    
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Why choose a social science?
• Curiosity - human beings are fascinated by other human beings. What makes us tick? 

What makes a successful society? Why do so many of us I’m A Celebrity, check Twitter 
feeds? We are keen to study ourselves. As humans, we are, innately, problem solvers. 
Looking inward, be it at ourselves through psychology, or at our society as a whole, 
through sociology for example, we like to question, analyse, and look for answers. Social 
sciences subjects allow us to do just that

• Jobs that make a difference - social sciences subjects naturally lead to careers that make a 
real difference to society. Environmental planning, health, education, politics, law, 
international relations – these are just a handful of the many social science areas that help 
you to improve the lives of children and adults in societies around the world

• Skills employers look for - social science subjects demonstrates research skills, analytical 
ability, a flexible and adaptable approach to learning, critical evaluation, the ability to work 
to deadlines, creativity, logical thinking, team-working, self-organisation and 
communication skills – all skills that will serve no matter what career you take

GCSE Psychology



GCSE Psychology

• Psychology has been defined as the science of mind and behaviour.  Essentially, 

psychology is all about people

• We are all amateur psychologists, every time we try and work out why someone acted the 

way they did or try to predict how someone might behave or react

• Psychology tries to answer these questions by investigating them in a more scientific 

manner

• Psychology develops your understanding of the ideas and values that characterise ‘self’ 

and others

• So, psychology is a fascinating journey through the hows and whys of human behaviour

• Like sociology, psychology is an academic subject which students find challenging yet 

interesting 

GCSE Psychology



GCSE PsychologyGCSE PsychologyGCSE Psychology



GCSE Drama 

Confident Committed Creative 

Your work throughout the 
course WILL develop your 
confidence in yourself, your 
ability and in front of others. 

You MUST be committed to 
this course. That will mean 
attending after school 
rehearsals and working at 
home to learn lines. 

You ARE creative! Creativity 
is at the core of this subject, 
but your work over the last 
2-3 years proves you have 
the ability to succeed.   

GCSE Drama



Course Overview 

• Component 1 (40%) – Devising

• Component 2 (20%) – Performance 
from Text

• Component 3 (40%) – Theatre 
Makers in Practice

GCSE Drama

University 

Drama School

Actor/Actress

Teaching

Arts 
Administrator

Set Designer 
Costume 
Designer 

Stage 
Manager 

Writer/Editor 

TV/Film 
Producer 

Director 

Future 
careers



Hospitality and catering 
structure

*

Catering operations (job 
roles and responsibilities)

*

Food health and safety

*

Food related illnesses and 
health

*

Specific menu requirement 
and customers needs. 

Bread

Meat dishes

Fresh Pasta

Sauces

Fish dishes

Egg manipulation

Sugar work (cakes, sugar 
spinning)

Aeration (mousse, sponges 
etc.)

Pastry (puff, filo, short)

Knife skills

Career Possibilities

Chef

Dietitian

Food Scientist

Food Safety

Development Chef

Teacher

Military Services

Contract Catering

Hospitality

Butcher

Baker

Pastry Chef

Catering



EXAM
Written exam 1 hour 30 minutes
(2 attempts)

Unit 1- The Hospitality and Catering Industry
Candidates will recall and communicate detailed knowledge 
and understanding of the hospitality sector. This will include 
topics such as; kitchen productions, hospitality care, health 
and safety, contract laws, types of food service, creating 
menus.

Unit 2- Hospitality and Catering in action
Prepare, cook and present a menu which assesses the 
learner’s knowledge, skills and understanding in relation to a 
specific dietary need. Pupil will need to plan, prepare, cook 
and present food to the best possible quality.
A report will be produced of 10-15 slides

Catering


